We describe a 6 cm VLA survey of five confirmed Ba n stars and eight mild Ba n stars. We have searched for evidence of gyrosynchrotron emission or thermal emission from the primary star's wind that is enhanced or photoionized by a white dwarf companion. Of these 13 stars, only ß UMi was detected as a possible radio source at a flux level of 0.11 mJy (3cr). The 6 cm radio luminosities (L 6 ) of the other stars are as small as log L 6 < 14.0 and are an order of magnitude or more lower than the average levels found in RS CVn systems, but are consistent with the L e upper limits previously found for stars of spectral type similar to the Ba n stars and normal elemental abundances. The upper limit to the radio luminosity that we have obtained for the possible mild Ba n star 56 Peg, when combined with its previously known x-ray luminosity, may provide useful constraints on the various models that have been proposed for this interesting object, once its orbital period is known.
I. INTRODUCTION
The class of barium (or Ba n) stars, first defined by Bidelman and Keenan (1951) , consists of G and K giants that are characterized by overabundances of barium and other ^-process elements of up to an order of magnitude relative to normal Population I values. They also have a smaller enhancement of carbon, perhaps a factor of 2 or 3. The related class of mild Ba n stars are G and K giants having more modest sprocess overabundances and apparently normal carbon abundances (Sneden, Lambert, andPilachowski 1981 ) . For many years the conventional explanation for the abundance anomalies of these stars has been that material from the deep interior of these giants, where nucleosynthesis has been occurring, is brought up to the surface layers of the stars by some unspecified mixing mechanism (Burbidge and Burbidge 1957; Warner 1965 ) . Recently, in a very careful radialvelocity study of 37 K giants McClure et al. (1980) found that at least 80% of the stars with pronounced Ba n characteristics (Ba 2-Ba 5 stars in the classification system of Warner 1965) have variable radial velocities ( £1 km s -1 ), implying a high incidence of spectroscopic binaries, whereas only ~33% of the normal (i.e., non-Ba n) K giants exhibit variable radial velocities. McClure et al. therefore suggested that all Ba n stars have low-mass, degenerate binary companions, and that mass transfer of nuclear-processed material from the originally more massive progenitor of the white dwarf onto the K giant is the origin of the presently observed peculiar chemical composition. A more comprehensive study by McClure ( 1983 ) essentially confirmed these results on the high frequency of binaries among the Ba n stars and provided additional information on the orbital properties of these systems, yielding typical periods of ~ 1 to 5 yr and separations of -2 AU. McClure ( 1984) concluded that the existing spectroscopic data on the mild Ba n stars (Ba 0.2-Ba 1 stars) were insufficient to establish whether these stars, like the classical Ba n stars, are all binaries, though they do appear to have a higher than normal proportion of binaries.
Ultraviolet studies of Ba H stars (Schindler et al. 1982; Dominy and Lambert 1983 ; Böhm-Vitense ef a/. 1984) have yielded some additional evidence for hitherto unseen secondaries in these systems. In one or possibly two of seven stars classified as class Ba 2-Ba 5 observed with IUE, a "hot" stellar continuum has been detected, while three or four of the seven mild Ba n stars similarly examined showed such a feature. The hot continua have been generally interpreted as photospheric emission from white dwarf companions having effective temperatures in the range 1-3 X 10 4 K, although Dominy and Lambert ( 1983) argued that the strong ultraviolet continuum in the spectrum of the possible mild Ba II star 56 Pegasi (K0 Up + wd) is more plausibly explained by an accretion disk around the white dwarf star. Schindler et al. ( 1982 ) also attributed the high x-ray luminosity of 56 Peg (logL x -31.5) to accretion onto the white dwarf from the stellar wind of the K0 Up primary, from which they derived a mass-loss rate of -10 _8 -10 -7 yr -1 . Stimulated by the hypothesis that mass transfer might still be occurring in at least some Ba n stars, we undertook a 6 cm VLA survey of 13 confirmed and mild Ba II stars, including the interesting system 56 Peg.* We were also motivated by previous radio detections of long-period RS CVn binary systems like AY Ceti containing a late G or K giant and a white dwarf or OB subdwarf, albeit rather shorter-period binaries having orbital periods of order 10-100 days . (The relationship (if any) of these AY Ceti-type binaries to the Ba n stars is discussed further in Fekel and .) The goal of this VLA survey of Ba ii stars and related objects was to learn what role, if any, the putative white dwarf companions in such cases play in producing the radio emission and whether the emission, if ♦The primary of this system was listed as a marginal Ba n star by MacConnell, Frye, and Upgren ( 1972) , and in the catalog of Lü et al. ( 1983) as a confirmed Ba n star. On the other hand, Luck ( 1977) found no significant barium enhancements in 56 Peg in his curve-of-growth analysis of highdispersion spectra of this star. We thus tentatively included this star as a possible mild Ba n type. 
II. POSSIBLE SOURCES OF RADIO EMISSION IN GIANT STARS WITH WHITE DWARF COMPANIONS
The stars studied in this paper are typically of MK spectral type G6 III-K1 III, except £ Cap and 56 Peg, which are G4 lb and KO Up, respectively. As discussed extensively by , G and early K giants are believed to have coronae and coronal winds similar in temperature to the solar wind and corona ( T cor ^ 10 6 -10 7 K) and, perhaps, a mass flux per unit area also similar to the Sun's. On the other hand, G and K supergiants, and late K giants, have cool, low-ionization "red giant type" winds with wind temperatures of r w -10 4 K and mass-loss rates of order 10" 8 Af 0 yr -1 , which imply much higher mass fluxes per unit area than the Sun's. The detection of x-ray emission from a single star of spectral type F-M is generally considered to be sufficient evidence that such a star has a corona, but one cannot use such an argument for binary stars having degenerate components, since their x-ray emission might be produced by mass transfer from the primary to the secondary. Indeed, the only known x-ray source in our sample of confirmed and marginal Ba n stars is 56 Peg (K0 Up + wd), which is in a region of the H-R diagram where hot coronae were generally undetected down to the Einstein Observatory's threshold of sensitivity ( ~ 10 -13 erg s _ 1 cm" 2 in the 0.2-4 keV region). It was for this reason that Schindler et al. ( 1982) proposed a wind-capture mechanism to explain the x-ray emission of 56 Peg. We have examined IPC observations in the Einstein archives (sequence numbers 5648 and 7868) for two other Ban stars in our sample, f Cap (G4 Ib,Ba 2) and f Cyg (G8 III-IIIa,Ba 0.6), and neither star was detected at 3cr upper limits log L x <29.9 and <28.1 in effective exposure times of 4490 and 4780 s, respectively. Together with the x-ray nondetection of another Ba n star, 12 Pup (Böhm-Vitense et al. 1984) , these nondetections suggest that the high x-ray luminosity of 56 Peg (logZ, x =31.3) could be atypical. We further discuss this interesting system in Sec. IV.
For purposes of the present study, and in the absence of any clear evidence that the confirmed and marginal Ba n stars have stellar winds different from those of normal G and K giants, we shall assume that they follow the same dichotomy between solar-type and red giant type winds.
a) Radio Emission from Systems with Coronal-type Primaries
If a star emits a soft x-ray flux / x originating as thermal emission from an optically thin corona, then from the standard theoretical calculations for the radiative losses of such a plasma one can predict the 6 cm flux S 6 , assuming that the plasma is optically thin at radio wavelengths also. show that S 6 (mJy) ~ 1-2X 10 9 X/ x ( erg s " 1 cm " 2 ) is consistent with both the theoretical calculations and with the observed radio and x-ray fluxes of the coronal giant a Aurigae. The only star in our present sample detected in x rays is 56 Peg, for which / x ~2.5x 10" 12 erg s" 1 cm" 2 . If this flux is produced in a thermal plasma at a temperature of > 10 6 K, the expected radio emission would be 2.5-5.0 /¿Jy, which is far less than the current sensitivity of the VLA. On the grounds that 164 were unsuccessful in detecting radio emission from any coronal giants other than a Aur (at 15 pc from the Sun, one of the nearest such stars known), we think it unlikely that thermal microwave emission could be detected from the coronae of the more distant stars in the present sample unless their / x > IX 10" 10 ergs" 1 cm" 2 . Another possible source of radio emission in coronal-type stars is nonthermal emission such as gyrosynchrotron radiation, which has been detected in the rapidly rotating RS CVn binary systems. An important role played by the binary companion in these systems is to enforce rapid rotation by synchronizing the stellar rotational and orbital periods. Irrespective of the cause of the rapid rotation, the observed gyrosynchrotron emission from their coronae is, in turn, a consequence of the strong magnetic fields generated by the interaction of rapid rotation and convection in the interiors of these stars. The longest-period RS CVn system from which nonthermal radio emission has been detected is the nearly synchronous system 12 Cam (K0 III + ?), which has an orbital period of -80 days and a rotational period of -83 days. The stars in the present survey probably have rather longer orbital periods than this (the shortest known period is 458 days), and would therefore not be expected to be synchronously rotating on both theoretical (Zahn 1977) and empirical (Giuricineia/. 1984) grounds. They are likely to be, in general, slow rotators with weak magnetic fields, weak coronae, and weak nonthermal radio emission. (Two possible exceptions are HD 77247 (G5III, Bal; Porb = 80*5, McClure 1983), which was not observed in the present survey, but whose period overlaps those of the RS CVn binary systems, and the x-ray-luminous 56 Peg (whose period is unknown).)
b) Radio Emission from Systems with Cool-Wind-Type Primaries
Using the Wright and Barlow ( 1975 ) or Panagia and Felli (1975) model for the free-free emission from a stellar wind, which is characterized by a terminal velocity u w and a temperature T w , and which is optically thick at centimeter wavelengths, we can derive the following expression for the expected 6 cm flux: 
Here we suppose the star is at a distance D and has an ionized mass-loss rate M ion . In a radio-continuum study of single giants and supergiants, failed to detect any G or K lb supergiants, and inferred upper limits A/ion ^2x 10" 9 Af 0 yr" 1 (3cr), but they did detect emission from the cool winds of several K III giants for which they inferredM ïon -0.5-1.0X lO" lo Af 0 yr" 1 . IfBa n stars like f Cap (G4 lb) have stellar winds similar to single stars with M ion ^ 10" 9 M 0 yr" 1 and u w -50 km s" ^ the above equation predicts that these stars will be readily detectable (at >3cr) 6 cm radio sources (^>0.1 mJy) only if they lie within -75 pc of the Sun. Since f Cap is actually farther away than this, it should not be a radio source, if the above assumptions are valid. The structure of the wind of a giant star with a white dwarf companion is almost certainly different from that of a corresponding single star, however, since: (a) the companion may gravitationally perturb the kinematics of the outflowing material significantly, which may result in the formation of an accretion disk around the secondary, and (b) a hot secondary may also significantly raise the temperature (and hence the ionization) of part or all of the stellar wind emanating from the primary. Thus, if the rate of the total mass loss ( comprised mostly of neutral material ) from a typical G or K supergiant is ~ 10 -8 M 0 yr _ 1 (Drake 1986 and references therein), and if there is a hot secondary that can ionize a substantial portion of this wind, then the radio-continuum emission would be much increased over that expected for a single star having the same mass-loss rate but having a lower degree of ionization in its wind. Thus, f Cap at 245 pc distance might be just detectable (S v -0.2-1.0 mJy) as a 6 cm source, depending on the exact value of its wind velocity.
There is, in fact, some observational evidence to support the hypothesis that at least some of the stars in the present sample have winds that differ from winds of similar single stars, namely: (a) Both 56 Peg and f Cap have in their spectra high-temperature ( 7^ ~ 10 5 K) ultraviolet emission lines such as CIV A 1550 Â, although corresponding single supergiants later than G2 generally do not, and (b) 56 Peg is a relatively luminous (log L x -31.3 ) soft x-ray source, as previously mentioned.
III. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS OF VLA SURVEY
We have observed five "classical" Ba u stars of strength Ba 2-Ba 5, and six mild Ba n stars of strength Ba 0.3-Ba 1 at 6 cm and a bandwidth of 100 MHz with the VLA on 1984 June 30, when the array was in C/D hybrid configuration. We observed each source twice, together with a nearby phase calibrator selected so as to be unresolved at 6 cm in either the C or D configuration, with typical integration times onsource of about 50 min. In addition, we observed 3C 286 at 6 cm, in order to obtain a primary-flux calibration, assuming its flux is 7.41 Jy at this wavelength. The data were flagged and calibrated using the standard NRAO reduction programs and were then analyzed in detail by using the AIPS software package to construct 12' X 12 ; maps centered on the optical position. Because of the presence of serendipitous extragalactic sources in many of the fields, the original "dirty" maps were "cleaned" of these unrelated sources, when present. We determined the empirical rms noise levels in the central regions of the fields on the clean maps to be 0.04-0.08 mJy, in good agreement with the expected values.
The results of the radio observations are presented in Table I, together with the following information for each star: the spectral type, taken from Keenan and Pitts ( 1980) , unless otherwise noted; our estimate of the distance, based on an average of the available trigonometric, spectroscopic, and kinematic parallaxes; the x-ray flux and luminosity; the radial velocity of the blueshifted absorption feature in the Mg n resonance lines, assumed to be the typical wind velocity, and the inferred ionized mass-loss rate (calculated using Eq.
( 1 ) ), for those stars which lie in the "cool-wind" region of the H-R diagram; and, finally, information on the binary system period, or other properties, taken from the Bright Star Catalogue (Hoffleit and Jaschek 1982) or from the study of McClure ( 1983) . We also include in Table I two stars-ß UMi and e Crv-from . These two stars are marginal Ba n stars; the details of their observations are given in the aforementioned paper.
In the entire sample of 13 stars, only ß UMi was detected as a possible radio source at a flux of 0.11 mJy (3cr). We believe that this K4 III star is a stellar-wind-type source and that its radio emission is unrelated to its (possible) mild Ba ii status. (McClure ( 1983) found no variability in its radial velocity, suggesting that, if it is a binary, it must have either a very long period, or a high inclination of its orbital plane to the line of sight, or a low-mass companion.) None of the classical or other marginal Ba u stars were detected; the upper limits to their inferred 6 cm luminosities range from -10 140 erg s' 1 Hz" 1 for v 1 Cas to -10 160 erg s' 1 Hz" 1 for f Cap and 56 Peg.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS detected no single coronal giant stars as 6 cm radio sources, and inferred upper limits on 6 cm luminosities of 10 13 7 ergs s -1 Hz -1 for the nearest stars, ß Gem and ß Cet. Thus, the coronal Ba II stars in this present study do not appear to have significantly higher radio luminosities than the normal G and early K coronal giants.
The stars in this sample expected to have cool winds, f Cap, 56 Peg, and e Crv (and excepting^ UMi), were also not detected as radio sources, with 6 cm luminosities Z, 6 ^ 10 16 0 erg s~1 Hz~ ^ Similarly, non-Ba ii stars of types G-K lb were not detected by at similar upper limits, implying ionized mass-loss rates <2xl0" 9 M o yr" 1 . The x-ray-luminous system 56 Peg is perhaps the most favorable system in our survey for the detection of microwave emission on the basis that x-ray emission from the accreting white dwarf may ionize a significant portion of the mostly neutral stellar wind, assuming the Schindler et al. (1982) model is correct. For the observed upper limit to the 6 cm flux, S v <0.16 mJy, and assuming a spherically symmetric wind having a terminal velocity of 20 km s _1 , the corresponding upper limit to the ionized mass-loss rate is 2.6XlO -9 AfQyr -1 . This may be compared to the total mass-loss rate (from the primary) of4xl0 _9 to2xl0-
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Mq yr -1 derived by Schindler et al. from an accretion interpretation for the x-ray emission. For the largest mass-loss rate (corresponding to an assumed orbital period of 1000 days) the fractional ionization of the wind due to all causes would be less than about 0.01. For the low M case (corresponding to an assumed orbital period of 100 days), the fractional ionization of the wind would be less than 0.65. Without having a value for the orbital period of this system, we cannot yet say whether a white dwarf companion to the primary Ba ii star significantly ionizes the wind and therefore increases the radio-continuum emission of the primary above what it would be if it were a single star.
The radio luminosities of Ba n stars (log Z 6 ^ 14.0) are at least ten times lower than the average levels found in RS CVn systems, which have values of log L 6 typically between 15.0 and 17.5 (Drake 1986) . Although low-level "quiescent" non thermal emission and/or occasional radio flares or outbursts cannot be excluded, the present study clearly rules out the presence of substantial, continual "RS CVnlike" nonthermal radio emission in Ba n stars. 
